LED

Fresnel LED 110

cod. SPTF1801064LD-WW
cod. SPTF1801064LD-W		

3150 K (DMX dimmer and manual knob dimmer)
5600 K (DMX dimmer and manual knob dimmer)

lightplanet
Made in Italy

FEATURES:
- 230 V ac 50Hz, 110W
- 110W interchangeable LED Module
- Color temperature 3150 K and 5600 K
- CRI>95 and TLCI>90.
- DMX 512 control
- 1/2 selectable DMX Channels
- Adjustable zoom from 9° to 57°
- Manual zoom
- Linear dimmer 0-100%
- Manual dimmer and DMX dimmer
- Digital display
- Control connections, Neutrik XLR 5P In&Out
- Power connections, Neutrik Powercon In&Out
- Heatsink without any fan, 0 dB
- Filter frame included
- Barndoor 4 leaves optional
- Aluminium and steel plate body. Scratch resistant
black epoxy powder paint
- IP20
- Insulation calss I
- Suitable to be fitted on normally inflammable surfaces

Barndoor
cod. AC210

Replaceable LED module with high efficiency, long life, heatsink without forced cooling 0 dB, available in two different
white temperatures like 3150K and 5600K, high CRI > 95 (rendering color performance index), TLCI > 90 (Television
Lighting Consistency Index), manually adjustable zoom from 9° to 57°.
Digital display with function control possibilities and DMX addressing. The control by DMX allows the coordination with
any other device, avoiding the use of traditional dimmer and dedicated lines.
It is possible to adjust manually the intensity of the outcoming light by an integrated rotating potentiometer on the
spotlight. The dimmer has a soft and linear setting from 0 to 100% without any flickering.
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